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In this paper, we propose a linear data distribution technique, which extends the traditional BLOCK or CYCLIC distribution for intra-dimension as in HPF, to permit partitioning the array elements along slant lines. The array distribution patterns are determined by analyzing the array subscript references in loop nests. If the data are distributed along the slant lines, then we show the conversion algorithm between global address and local address, and the conversion algorithm from global iteration space to local iteration space. Some experimental results on a distributed memory parallel computer, CP-PACS, show the efficiency of our subscript analysis, and also show that the proposed data distribution technique can achieve better performance than the traditional data distribution for some scientific applications.

1. Introduction

For programming on massively parallel distributed memory machines, selecting an appropriate data decomposition is of critical importance to the performance of the data-parallel program for these machines. The important consideration for a good data distribution pattern is that it should maximize the system performance by balancing the computational load and by minimizing remote memory accesses. Languages, such as Fortran D and HPF, support the functionalities of the distribution and alignment of data arrays through compiler directives. For example, in HPF, arrays are decomposed in two steps: the data alignment step, which deals with how data arrays should be aligned with respect to one another, and the data distribution step, which deals with how data arrays can then be distributed onto processors. Most of the existing data-parallel languages use the regular distribution, e.g., block, cyclic or block-cyclic distribution, as in Fortran D, Vienna Fortran and HPF. The advantage of such a distribution method lies in the easiness to compute the local addresses for accessing the array elements and to generate the SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) code for each processor. However, for some scientific applications, it is not always possible to minimize the communication cost.

In this paper, we propose a technique called

the linear data distribution, which partitions array onto processors along parallel hyper-planes. We determine the array distribution pattern based on analysis of the array subscript references in the loop nests. We mainly concentrate our attention on two-dimensional arrays, since most of the arrays used in scientific computation application have less than three dimensions. Moreover, two-dimensional arrays can be easily generalized to that of higher dimensions. A hyper-plane in two dimensions is a line; hence, we discuss the techniques to find the best method to partition data into parallel lines, such as rows, columns or slant lines, which will lead to a reduction in communication overhead. If data are distributed along slant lines, we will show the conversion algorithms between the global and local addresses, and the conversion algorithm from the global iteration space to the local iteration space.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the overview of our linear data distribution. Section 3 describes the algorithms for conversion of the global address and the iteration space to the local ones. The experiment along with evaluation of the result are presented in Section 4. Related works and conclusion are given in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.

2. Linear Data Distribution

The traditional data distribution pattern used in most of the data-parallel languages is restricted to a method where arrays are distributed along intra-dimension with BLOCK or CYCLIC. However for some scientific applications, such a distribution fashion cannot guarantee the minimization of communication over-
the array elements partitioned onto a certain processor satisfy linear equation $ai + bj = c_l$, where $a, b$ and $c_l$ are constants and $i, j$ are array subscripts. For example, in Fig. 1 (a), $a = 1, b = 1$, and $c_l = 4, 7, 10, \ldots$ for the processor $P_2$.

In the following discussion, we suppose that array size is denoted as $n_1 \times n_2$ and the subscript starts from 1 while processors are numbered starting from 0.

2.1 Definition of Linear Distribution

Definition 1 Let $P = \{P_0, P_1, \ldots, P_{p-1}\}$ be a virtual processor set, $p$ is the number of processors. Each $P_k$ also has a set whose elements are all data to be distributed over it. For linear distribution, given the values of constant $a$ and $b$, an array $A$ distributed onto virtual processor $P_k$ can be represented as

$$A_k = \{A(i, j)|ai + bj = c^k_l, 1 \leq l \leq L\}$$

where $L$ is the number of linear lines distributed onto $P_k$.

Example 2 For loop nest appeared in Example 1, the communication-free data distribution is

$$A_k = \{A(i, j)|i + j = c^k_A, c^k_A = 2 + k + (l - 1) * p, 1 \leq l \leq L \land (1, 1) \leq (i, j) \leq (n_1, n_2)\},$$

$$B_k = \{B(i, j)|i + j = c^k_B, c^k_B = c^k_A + 2, 2, 2 \leq (i, j) \leq (n_1, n_2)\}.$$  

Obviously, the traditional distribution such as BLOCK, CYCLIC can also be represented by linear distribution. For instance,

(BLOCK,*) distribution can be expressed as

$$A_k = \{A(i, j)|i = c \land k * B + 1 \leq c \leq (k + 1) * B\}$$

where $B$ is the block size.

(*, CYCLIC) distribution can be expressed as

$$A_k = \{A(i, j)|j = c \land c = l * p + k + 1 \land 0 \leq l < L\}$$

where

$$L = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\left\lfloor \frac{n_2}{p} \right\rfloor, & k \geq (n_2 \mod p) \\
\left\lfloor \frac{n_2}{p} \right\rfloor + 1, & k < (n_2 \mod p). 
\end{array} \right.$$  

2.2 Distribution Analysis

We distinguish two types of array references according to whether an array appears both on the left hand side and the right hand side of the loop body (refer to as the lhs and the rhs arrays respectively) or not. If an array is not only assigned its value (appearing as the lhs array), but also used as an operand (appear-
ing as the rhs array), data dependence (flow or anti dependence) will occur in this loop. If a set of array elements possesses the dependence relation each other is partitioned on the same processor, communication among processors is not required. This and the next subsection describe how to compute the coefficients \( a \) and \( b \), based on an analysis of two types of array references. We call these distribution analysis and alignment analysis respectively.

For an array appearing in a loop which has loop-carried dependence, we denote the existence of the dependence relations between \( A(i_1, j_1) \) and \( A(i_2, j_2) \) in the loop as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{do } & i = 1, n_1 \\
\text{do } & j = 1, n_2 \\
\delta(A(i_1, j_1), A(i_2, j_2)) & L_2 \\
\text{enddo} \\
\text{enddo}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( i_1, j_1, i_2, j_2 \) are linear function of \( i \) and \( j \), respectively, i.e.,

\[
\begin{align*}
i_1 &= \alpha_{10} + \alpha_{11} i + \alpha_{12} j \\
\beta_1 &= \alpha_{20} + \alpha_{21} i + \alpha_{22} j \\
i_2 &= \beta_{10} + \beta_{11} i + \beta_{12} j \\
\beta_2 &= \beta_{20} + \beta_{21} i + \beta_{22} j
\end{align*}
\]

We assume that the array \( A \) can be partitioned along

\[
a_i + b_j = c.
\]

In order to eliminate the communication, the lhs array element and the rhs array element referred in a loop iteration \((i, j)\) should be partitioned onto the same processor, which is satisfied if

\[
a_{i_1} + b_{j_1} = c, \quad a_{i_2} + b_{j_2} = c'
\]

where \( c \) and \( c' \) are constants assigned for the same processor. If we assign \( c = c' \) then

\[
a_{i_1} + b_{j_1} = a_{i_2} + b_{j_2}
\]

should be true. Since \( i_1, j_1, i_2, \) and \( j_2 \) are given by Eqs. (1), (2), (3), and (4), applying them to Eq. (6) we have

\[
a(\alpha_{10} + \alpha_{11} i + \alpha_{12} j) + b(\alpha_{20} + \alpha_{21} i + \alpha_{22} j) = a(\beta_{10} + \beta_{11} i + \beta_{12} j) + b(\beta_{20} + \beta_{21} i + \beta_{22} j)
\]

which implies

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha_{10} + b\alpha_{20} &= a\beta_{10} + b\beta_{20} \\
\alpha_{11} + b\alpha_{21} &= a\beta_{11} + b\beta_{21} \\
\alpha_{12} + b\alpha_{22} &= a\beta_{12} + b\beta_{22}
\end{align*}
\]

In matrix notation, we have,

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\alpha_{10} & \alpha_{20} \\
\alpha_{11} & \alpha_{21} \\
\alpha_{12} & \alpha_{22}
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
a \\
b
\end{pmatrix}
= 
\begin{pmatrix}
\beta_{10} & \beta_{20} \\
\beta_{11} & \beta_{21} \\
\beta_{12} & \beta_{22}
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
a \\
b
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

Let

\[
\alpha = \begin{pmatrix}
\alpha_{10} & \alpha_{20} \\
\alpha_{11} & \alpha_{21} \\
\alpha_{12} & \alpha_{22}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\beta = \begin{pmatrix}
\beta_{10} & \beta_{20} \\
\beta_{11} & \beta_{21} \\
\beta_{12} & \beta_{22}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

and

\[
a = \begin{pmatrix}
a \\
b
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

Then the above system of equations can be abbreviated as

\[
(\alpha - \beta)a = 0. \quad (7)
\]

A nontrivial solution \( a \) (at most one of \( a \) and \( b \) is zero) that satisfies Eq. (7) would imply zero communication. Such a linear distribution is known as a nontrivial distribution. We illustrate the use of the above sufficient conditions with the following examples.

**Example 3** Reconsider the loop \( L_1 \) in Example 1. For array \( A \) referred to in \( L_1 \), we obtain the following using the subscript reference analysis,

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
-1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 \\
0 & 0
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
a \\
b
\end{pmatrix} = 0
\]

which implies

\[
a = b.
\]

We select \( a = 1, b = 1 \) as a solution. This implies that \( A \) should be partitioned by anti-diagonals to achieve communication-free parallel execution, as shown in Fig. 1 (a).

**Example 4** Consider a more complicated nested loop \( L_3 \)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{do } & i = 1, n_1 \\
\text{do } & j = 1, n_2 \\
\delta(A(2i+j+1, 3i), A(2j, i+j-1)) & L_3 \\
\text{enddo} \\
\text{enddo}
\end{align*}
\]

For array \( A \) in \( L_3 \), we have

\[
\alpha = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 \\
2 & 3
\end{pmatrix}
\beta = \begin{pmatrix}
0 & -1 \\
1 & 0 \\
2 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\]

applying them to Eq. (7), we have,

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 \\
2 & 2 \\
-1 & -1
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
a \\
b
\end{pmatrix} = 0
\]
that is
\[ a = -b. \]

We select \( a = -1 \) and \( b = 1 \) as a solution. This shows that the diagonal partition of \( A \) are nontrivial distribution.

It is possible that there only exists trivial solution for \( a \) and \( b \) (\( a = 0 \) and \( b = 0 \)), which implies that there is no communication-free partition for \( A \) in this loop. We do not illustrate such instance due to limited paper space.

2.3 Alignment Analysis

For a loop in which the assignment to array \( A \) uses values of array \( B \), to ensure that the data elements are read in a statement residing on the same processor as the one whose data element is being written onto, the alignment between distributions of \( A \) and \( B \) must be specified. In the alignment analysis, although we can not determine how to distribute \( A \) and \( B \) onto the processors but we can specify the relationship of which elements of \( A \) and \( B \) get distributed on the same processor.

In this subsection, we will deal with the loop such as

\[
\begin{align*}
do i &= 1, n_1 \\
do j &= 1, n_2 \\
A(i_1, j_1) &= F(B(i_2, j_2)) \\
endo
\end{align*}
\]

where \( i_1, j_1, i_2, \) and \( j_2 \) are of the same functions as in Section 2.2. Similar to the distribution analysis, we specify that the arrays \( A \) and \( B \) are distributed along

\[ a_1 i_1 + b_1 j_1 = c_1 \]

and

\[ a_2 i_2 + b_2 j_2 = c_2 \]

respectively. Because the relation of elements of \( A \) and \( B \) is an alignment relation, we need not limit that they have the same value of \( c \) when \( A \) and \( B \) are distributed along the above formulas. After analyzing the subscript references for \( A \) and \( B \) similarly to Section 2.2, we should find a solution for the following system of equations to achieve communication-free partitioning:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
-a_{10} & -a_{20} & 1 \\
\alpha_{11} & \alpha_{21} & 0 \\
\alpha_{12} & \alpha_{22} & 0
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
a_1 \\
b_1 \\
c_1
\end{pmatrix}
= 
\begin{pmatrix}
a_2 \\
b_2 \\
c_2
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Notice that there may be an infinite number of solutions, we are interested in the relationship between \( a_1, b_1, c_1 \) and \( a_2, b_2, c_2 \). Consider the loop in Example 5.

**Example 5** Compute the alignment relations of \( A \) and \( B \) in following loop nest.

\[
\begin{align*}
do i &= 1, n_1 \\
do j &= 1, n_2 \\
A(i+j, i) &= F(B(i-1, j)) \\
endo
\end{align*}
\]

Communication free partitioning is possible if the system of equations

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
0 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
a_1 \\
b_1 \\
c_1
\end{pmatrix}
= 
\begin{pmatrix}
a_2 \\
b_2 \\
c_2
\end{pmatrix}
\]

has a nontrivial solution. The system of equations are reduced to the following set of equations:

\[ a_2 = a_1 + b_1 \]

\[ b_2 = a_1 \]

\[ c_1 = c_2 + a_2 \]

which has a solution (1) \( a_1 = 0, b_1 = 1, a_2 = 1, \) and \( b_2 = 0 \). This means that \( A \) is partitioned into columns and \( B \) is partitioned into rows (Fig. 2). We also can select solution (2) \( a_1 = 1, b_1 = -1, a_2 = 0, \) and \( b_2 = 1 \), which implies that \( A \) is partitioned into diagonals and \( B \) is partitioned into columns (Fig. 3).

In practice, the type of partition selected will be determined through the distribution analysis of \( A \) (or \( B \)).

2.4 Data Distribution Strategy

For our linear distribution technique, if coefficients \( a \) and \( b \) have been obtained through the subscript reference analysis, we can simply describe the data distribution strategy as follows:

**Data Distribution Strategy**

Say \( n \) arrays are used in a loop. For \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \)

(1) If \( a_i = 0 \land b_i \neq 0 \), select (*, BLOCK) or (*, CYCLIC). Practically, which of these two schemes is determined by other factors of the loop nest. For instance, if the bound of the inner-loop is the function of the index of outer-loop, selecting (*, CYCLIC) can achieve a good load balance. The same reasons are valid for
(2) If \( a_i \neq 0 \land b_i = 0 \), select (BLOCK,*) or (CYCLIC,*).

(3) If \( a_i \neq 0 \land b_i \neq 0 \), select the linear distribution \((a_i,b_i)\).

(4) If \( a_i = 0 \land b_i = 0 \), it only has trivial distribution solution. The good distribution scheme is determined by other factors of the loop nest.

(5) check the alignment relationship \([(a_1,b_1),(a_2,b_2)]\) so that no conflict occurs.

3. Index Conversion and Iteration Space Conversion

For the traditional regular BLOCK/CYCLIC distributions, there exists a set of direct algebraic formula for conversion between local and global indices. But if linear distribution is selected, no such algebraic formula can be applied when parallelizing compiler generates SPMD programs. Therefore we should consider the index conversion algorithm between local and global and we also implement the conversion algorithm from global iteration space to local iteration space.

Let us first consider the distribution method from a global array to local arrays. With respect to the traditional regular distribution, the local array spaces are usually allocated to nearly \(1/p\) of the size of the global arrays and data are distributed across processors with the same size for the row or column of each local array, whenever the distribution scheme is along the row or column. But in linear distributions, the sizes of each row in local arrays are different, since the global arrays are distributed along slant lines, and cyclically partitioned to each processor in order to get a good load balance. Hence, we should allocate the local array space as \((\text{number of slant lines}) \times (\text{maximum size of line length})\). Reconsider the array \(A\) in Example 1. Let \(p = 4\) and \(A\) is an \(8\times8\) matrix, \(A\) is partitioned along slant lines \(i + j = c\). The local data are distributed to each processor \(P_0, P_1, P_2,\) and \(P_3\), as shown in Fig. 4. If we allocate 2 dimensional arrays for them, we must assign the local array space as \(4\times8\), since it consumes the 2 times the space of global array and half of the local space is useless.

We therefore allocate the local array space as one-dimensional array when the linear dis-
Algorithm 1 \texttt{gi2li}

\textbf{Input}: global index \((i_g, j_g)\) and linear distribution coefficient \((a, b)\)

\textbf{Output}: processor number \(P_k\) and local index \(i_l\)

1. calculate the minimum value of \(c\)-\textit{minc} and maximum value of \(c\)-\textit{maxc} for linear distribution \((a, b)\) and value \(c\) for global index \((i_g, j_g)\)

\[
\text{minc} = \begin{cases} a + b & a \ast b > 0 \\ a \ast n_1 + b & a \ast b < 0 \end{cases}
\]

\[
\text{maxc} = \begin{cases} a \ast n_1 + b \ast n_2 & a \ast b > 0 \\ a \ast b \ast n_2 & a \ast b < 0 \end{cases}
\]

2. calculate the processor number \(P_k\):

\[
P_k = (c - \text{minc}) \mod p
\]

3. calculate \(L\): the number of slant lines of global array and \(l\): the number of local lines distributed onto \(P_k\)

\[
L = \text{maxc} \mod 1
\]

\[
l = \begin{cases} L/p + 1 & L \mod p - P_k > 0 \\ L/p & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

4. compute all values of \(c\) and local value \(c\) distributed onto \(P_k\)

\[
\text{global.c} = \{c[i] \mid 1 \leq i \leq L \land c_i < c_j, \text{ if } i < j\}
\]

\[
\text{local.c} = \{c[i] \mid c[i] = c[\text{i}_{\text{th}} - (i-1)\cdot p + 1] \land 1 \leq i \leq l\}
\]

5. compute the bound of the one-dimensional local array \(A_i\):

\[
\text{for } i = 1 \text{ to } l
\]

\[
j = \text{tuple(local.c[i]), a, b)}
\]

\[
\text{tuple() compute the number of legal tuples < i, j > that satisfy } a_i + b_j = \text{local.c[i]}
\]

\[
\text{bound[u] = bound[i] + } \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} \text{ij[v],}
\]

\[
\text{where bound[1] = 1}
\]

6. get the local index \(i_l\) in processor \(P_k\):

\[
\text{if } a \ast b < 0 \text{ then}
\]

\[
\text{if } a \ast b > 0 \text{ then}
\]

\[
\text{where } c = \text{local.c[u]}
\]

**Fig. 4** Array A's elements distributed to each processor for loop \(L_1\), where A (8,8) and p = 4.

**Fig. 5** The structure of the local arrays and their bound arrays for loop \(L_1\).

The global array elements distributed along \(a_i + b_j = c\) are cyclically partitioned by following the ascending order of the values of \(c\), that is, the line whose value of \(c\) is \textit{minc} (minimum \(c\)) is partitioned to \(P_0\), next to \(P_1\), and so on. For one processor, some parallel lines whose values are \(c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_L\), where \(c_i < c_j, i < j\), are partitioned over it, and the elements are also stored into local array following the ascending order of the local values of \(c\). Attached to each local array is a bound array which records the first position of each slant line in the local array. For the current example, the local value of the array element and its bound array are shown in **Fig. 5**.

It is clear that there exists greatly different structures between the global and local arrays, thus one should develop a special conversion algorithms between the local and global indices and a conversion algorithm from global iteration space to local iteration space for compiler generated SPMD programs. The algorithms \texttt{gi2li, li2gi, and gs2ls} in **Figs. 6–8** are the conversion from global to local index, the conversion from local to global index, and the conversion from global to local iteration space respectively. Here we assume \(\text{sign}(a) = \text{sign}(a \ast b)\). Because, for example, if \(a \ast b < 0\), \(ai + bj = c\) and \(-ai - bj = -c\) are designated the same distribution.

**Example 6** For the example in this section, the local array \(A'\) and its bound are given in Fig. 5, and

\[
\text{minc} = 1 + 1 = 2
\]

\[
\text{maxc} = 8 + 8 = 16
\]
Algorithm 2  li2gi

Input:  local index \( i_l \), processor number \( P_k \), linear distribution coefficient \((a, b)\)
Output:  global index \((i_g, j_g)\)

1. find out \( u \) such that \( \text{bound}[u] \leq i_l < \text{bound}[u + 1] \)
2. get local value \( c \) of the line corresponding to \( i_l \):
   \[ c = \text{local.c}[u] \]
3. if \( a \times b < 0 \) then
    if \( c \leq \text{bound}[u] \) then
      \[ j_g = (i_l - \text{bound}[u]) \times |a| + 1 \]
      \[ i_g = (c - b \times j_g) / a \]
    else
      \[ i_g = (i_l - \text{bound}[u]) \times b + 1 \]
      \[ j_g = (c - a \times i_g) / b \]
    endif
  else
    if \( c \leq a \times n_l + 1 \) then
      \[ j_g = (i_l - \text{bound}[u]) \times a + 1 \]
      \[ i_g = (c - b \times j_g) / a \]
    else
      \[ i_g = n_l - (i_l - \text{bound}[u]) \times b \]
      \[ j_g = (c - a \times i_g) / b \]
    endif
  endif

Fig. 7 The conversion algorithm from the local index to the global index.

\[ L = (16 - 2 + 1) \]

Given the global index (3,6), the local index \( i_l \) is computed as follows:
\[ c = 3 + 6 = 9 \]
\[ P_k = (9 - 2) \mod 4 = 3 \]
\[ i_l = \text{bound}[2] \mod 4 = 3 \]
\[ i_l = \text{bound}[2] \mod 4 = 3 \]
which means \( A'(10) = A(3,6) \) on processor \( P_3 \).

Also, using Algorithm 3, we can obtain the SPMD node program of \( L_1 \) as follows:
\[ \text{do } j = 1, l \]
\[ \text{do } i = \text{bound}[j] + 1, \text{bound}[j], -1 \]
\[ A'(i) = A'(i - 1) + B'(i) \]
\[ \text{enddo} \]
\[ \text{endo} \]

4. Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the ideas presented in this paper, we conducted some experiments implemented on CP-PA, a 2048-processor MIMD distributed memory parallel computer developed at the University of Tsukuba. All the node programs are written in C, using PARALLELWARE* programming environment, a commercially available package that extends C and FORTRAN77 with a portable communica-

Algorithm 3  gs2ls

Input:  loop nest its type is as \( L_2 \) or \( L_4 \);
Output:  SPMD program for input loop.

1. if the loop is \( L_2 \) then
2. compute the coefficient \((a, b)\) according to \( i_1, j_1, i_2, j_2 \) as described in Section 2.2.
3. compute the distance vector \( d \) and local distance \( \epsilon \):
   \[ d = \begin{pmatrix} d_1 \\ d_2 \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} \alpha_{10} - \beta_{10} \\ \alpha_{20} - \beta_{20} \end{pmatrix} \]
   \[ c = \gcd(|d_1|, |d_2|) \]
4. compute the upper and lower bound of local iteration space:
   \[ \text{lower} = \text{bound}[j] \quad \text{upper} = \text{bound}[j + 1] - 1 \]
   \[ j = 1, 2, \ldots, l \]
5. translate the local loop as
   \[ \text{do } j = 1, l \]
   \[ \text{do } i = t_1, t_2, t_3 \]
   \[ \delta(A'(i), A'(i')) \]
   \[ \text{endo} \]
   \[ \text{endo} \]

where determine the \( t_1, t_2, t_3 \) and \( i' \) through
if \( d_1 > 0 \land d_2 < 0 \) then
   \[ t_1 = \text{upper}, t_2 = \text{lower}, t_3 = -1, i' = i + e; \]
if \( d_1 < 0 \land d_2 > 0 \) then
   \[ t_1 = \text{upper}, t_2 = \text{lower}, t_3 = -1, i' = i - e; \]
if \( d_1 > 0 \land d_2 > 0 \) then
   \[ t_1 = \text{lower}, t_2 = \text{upper}, t_3 = 1, i' = i - e; \]
if \( d_1 < 0 \land d_2 < 0 \) then
   \[ t_1 = \text{lower}, t_2 = \text{upper}, t_3 = 1, i' = i + e; \]
6. if the input loop is \( L_4 \) then because elements \( B(t_2, j_2) \) are aligned with \( A(t_1, j_1) \) and distributed to the local array elements \( B'(i') \), on the same processor with \( A'(i) \), the loop is simply translated to
   \[ \text{do } j = 1, l \]
   \[ \text{do } i = \text{lower}, \text{upper} \]
   \[ A'(i') = F(R'(i)) \]
   \[ \text{endo} \]
   \[ \text{endo} \]

Fig. 8 The algorithm conversion from the global iteration space to the local iteration space.

\* PARALLELWARE is a trademark of Nippon Steel Corporation.
distribution schemes for each program, to observe how performance is influenced by different data distribution schemes for the same program, and to verify whether the executions and the analytical results are consistent.

As is widely known, based on the traditional BLOCK/CYCLIC distribution, the best distribution schemes for array $A$, $B$, and $C$ in the program shown in Fig. 9 are (BLOCK,*), (*,BLOCK) and (BLOCK,*) respectively, for the matrix multiplication loop. However, in the matrix transposition loop, $A(i,j)$ and $A(j,i)$ have the data dependence relation in a loop iteration $(i,j)$. Using the distribution analysis technique proposed in this paper, we obtained the coefficients of linear distribution $(a,b)$ as $(1,1)$. That is, the linear distribution $(1,1)$ should be selected. Therefore, we implemented two types of distribution schemes for array $A$, where one is (BLOCK,*) for the entire program (denoted as (B,*)) in Fig. 10, another is (BLOCK,*) for the multiplication loop and (1,1) distribution for the transposition loop (denoted as (B,*) + (1,1) in Fig. 10). It requires redistribution of $A$ between the two loops. We apply the naive redistribution approach by using the global-local index conversion algorithms (Figs. 6, 7). The experimental results with array size $n = 1024 \times 1024$ on different processor nodes are shown in Fig. 10. Theoretically, the ideal speedup of a parallelized program run on $p$ processors is $p$ times as much as the execution time of sequential program, but due to the affect of communication, the ideal speedup cannot be achieved in practical.

![Fig. 10 Performance of the different versions of the experimental program MULTTRANS on CP-PACS (data size: 1024×1024).](image)

Although the linear distribution version incurred a higher computation and communication overheads for converting the index and redistributing the array elements, due to lack of communication execution of the transposition loop, it shows better performance, especially when the number of processors is numerous. However, in the linear distribution version, we also observed that the redistribution from the distribution scheme (BLOCK,*) to (1,1) consumed most of the cost of executing the matrix transposition. In order to get more remarkable improvement, we must develop the optimal redistribution algorithms between the traditional and linear distributions.

To show our distribution strategy in Section 2.4 is valid, another program, the latter half part of ADI, is experimented. For this program, a loop-carried dependence occurs in the first dimension of arrays. We first measured the execution time of this sequential program is 0.38 sec (with data size 512×512). After analyzing the subscript references we can get $a = 0$ and $b = 1$, that is, the (*,CYCLIC) or (*,BLOCK) distribution scheme should be selected. We implemented three versions with the distribution (BLOCK,BLOCK), (BLOCK,*) and (*,CYCLIC). The performance where data size $n = 512 \times 512$ are shown in Fig. 11. We observed that if a suitable distribution scheme is selected, the practical speedup of the parallelized program is near to the ideal one, and inversely, if the distribution scheme is not properly selected, the performance of a parallelized code may even be slower than sequential code as reported by Blume and Eigenmann.

We also observed that for the (BLOCK,
5. Related Work

Many researchers have tried to assist programmers in the difficult task of specifying a data distribution. Balasundram, Fox, Kennedy and Kremer\textsuperscript{2)} propose an interactive tool that allows programmers to select regions of a sequential program. This tool responds to a data decomposition scheme and diagnostic information for the selected region. The tool outputs a Fortran D program that can be translated by the Fortran D compiler\textsuperscript{7),15).}

Gupta and Banerjee\textsuperscript{10),11) described the PARADIGM compiler that decomposes the data distribution problem into a number of subproblems, each dealing with a different distribution parameter for all the arrays of the input program (align pass, block-cyclic pass, block-size pass, and num-proc pass).

Anderson and Lam\textsuperscript{1}) addressed the alignment and distribution problem in a linear algebraic framework. However, they often sacrifice parallelism to reduce communication. The tradeoff between communication and parallelism is intimately related to parameters of the target machine. Recently, Lim and Lam presented an algorithm to find the optimal affine transformation that maximizes the degree of parallelism while minimizing the degree of synchronization in a program with arbitrary loop nestings and affine data accesses\textsuperscript{16). Their algorithm is based on the concept of affine partitioning. They address that partition are used for two different purposes — space partition and time partition. It seems that their algorithm is more suitable for shared memory machines.

Dierstein, Hayer and Rauber\textsuperscript{6)} discuss a branch-and-bound approach for distributing array data of the input program automatically. This algorithm incrementally constructs paths in a decision tree where each node of the path corresponds to the distribution of an array of the source program. For each path, a communication analysis tool computes the communication costs resulting from the way considered to distribute the array.

Ramanujan and Sadayappan\textsuperscript{17}) and Chen and Sheu\textsuperscript{5} have worked on deriving data partitions for a restricted class of programs. They concentrate on the problems of transforming programs into the parallel form and reducing the interprocessor communication overhead.

Application which motivate the need of non-traditional BLOCK, CYCLIC distribution are shown in Ref. 12). In this reference some new data mapping techniques are proposed to overcome some limitations of the current HPF data mapping methods, from which we obtain some enlightenments.

6. Conclusions and Further Research

Our main focus in this paper has been on presenting an array distribution scheme by analyzing the subscript reference, which includes the linear distribution technique, as is distinguished from the traditional distribution scheme. This technique is suitable for optimizing array distributions for some areas in scientific programming. It can reduce the communication cost when the data dependence is carried along the slant lines in the loop nest. Another contribution of this technique is that the data distribution scheme for a loop nest can easily be determined by using the analysis of the subscript reference. The main limitation is that we only deal with static array distribution in individual loope and do not consider dynamic distribution between several loops.

We are currently exploring several directions in which this work can be extended. We expect to embed this method to a practical parallelizing compiler and plan to examine other strate-
gies for searching through the space of possible data partitions. We have also developed some preliminary ideas on how to deal with the data redistribution problem which includes the linear distribution for individual loops\(^8\),\(^9\).
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